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Responses to  "Protect Yourself From Misinformation" 

====== 

(from E) 

Regarding Doublespeak.  (a form of misinformation) 

When we hear the official mention that it is up to each JW to make their own choice regarding 

whether to take a jab or not we naturally conclude that is real. 

We remember the old saying....Actions speak louder than words. 

For a JW to be able to make a choice they need to review the relevant information, such as:  

(I am rattling these off the top of my head) 

 

1/ Is it safe? 

2/ Are there any side effects? 

3/ Do I understand the consequences of each side effect and am I willing to consent to them all? 

4/ Is there real danger as outlined by the GB? 

5/ What percentage of the population died in 2020 before a jab was made available? 

6/ How does that percentage of deaths compare with the statistics for the last 30 years? 

7/ Am I in a high risk category since we are told there is a 99.7% survival rate. 

8/ Do the holes in masks stop the bug moving either in or out? 

9/ Will a jab prevent me from getting ill? 

10/ Will a jab prevent me from spreading bugs? 

11/ Will a jab make me immune? 

12/ Will a jab guarantee my life will be saved? 

13/ Are jabs still in experimental stage? 

14/ What happened to animals who were given MRNA? 

15/ Are there preventatives I can take instead of a jab? 
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16/ Are there effective early treatments I can take if I do get sick? 

17/ How much more dangerous than the flu is the bug? 

18/ Why are autopsies being discouraged? 

19/ Why are care home patients being taken off food, fluids and regular meds and being put on end of 

life termination drugs cocktails? 

20/ Can I trust the mainstream media? 

21/ Can I trust the UN's stance on Misinformation? 

22/ Can I trust health officials? 

23/ Can I trust whistleblowers? 

24/ Can I trust politicians? 

25/ Which of the above subjects has my doctor researched? 

26/ How will my body react to each one of the ingredients? 

27/ Why was there toxic ingredients in 6 million doses which Japan rejected? 

28/ Why are there so many side effects if it is safe and effective? 

29/ Since the military are contracted to do the manufacturing should I trust this shot? 

30/ Are the tests accurate? 

31/ Are the tests safe? 

32/ Do the tests produce false positives? 

 

OK so if a JW is to make a choice with the implied informed consent then they must be permitted 

without pressure, malice, manipulation or negative labeling to investigate information so that they can 

give informed consent.  

Each JW cannot make a personal choice if there is no choice permitted. 

If you are a capable person you will not allow anyone prevent you from researching to your 

satisfaction. 

Many JW's however are far more compliant. 
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When Gerrit paints a picture that anyone telling an alternative story to the jabs is 

1/ fierce 

2/ not open to any agreement 

'This is not for Christians to examine', - then there is opposition to making a choice. 

Follow the channel he claims Jehovah is using. 

'Not like Naaman. Naaman bathed in the wrong waters. Follow the Channel Jehovah is using....DO 

YOU GET THE POINT?' he asks. 

He used over 20 manipulations to demonize as UNCHRISTIAN behavior any examination of 

alternatives to the jabs. 

 

Here we have classic Doublespeak. 

On the face of it JW's can choose but they must not examine any other evidence except what 

is coming from this channel. 

If you obey Gerrit and the Misinformation article then you have no choice but to trust them, 

get the jab and avoid informing yourself. There is no informed consent, and no choice unless 

you disobey the advice Gerrit gives and dismiss the online misinformation article. 

The choice is not a choice. This is Doublespeak. 

There would have been a choice if there was no opposition to researching. 

And if there was no demonizing of alternatives as snake oil and no demonizing of information. 

 

The channel replicated the UN's channel, and the Military's channel, as well as the global medical 

Cabal's channel. This channel was identical to that of the disgusting thing which causes destruction. 

Plus we have clear direction to get vaccinated if at all possible. 

'Listen to the Governing body for your wellbeing. We may tell you things which make no sense but 

obey.' 

Plus, looking at anything else labeled MISINFORMATION. 

Many obeyed and many died. The rest who obeyed are slowly getting sicker and sicker. 
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Was this obedience to the disgusting thing which causes desolation really the channel Jehovah was 

using? 

Why was death dealing direction given rather than life saving direction. 

Poor Iris obeyed and suffered a massive sinus venous cerebral clot. 

This is a known side effect. Yet before the jabs it was a very, very rare occurrence! 

I am deeply concerned at the whole scenario playing out. 

 

These are some of my concerns: 

 

A/ Removal of the right of appointed attorneys to direct the wishes of patients who test positive and 

are admitted to hospital. 

B/ Doctors, virologists and immunologists alike explain that they never use a PCR as the first and 

foremost diagnostic tool...... the testing is very non specific and accompanied by massive numbers of 

false positives.....(a Coca Cola drink recently produced a positive result) The rule in, rule out method 

is examined as the first tool of diagnosis I am told... I can send a video but it needs linking...too big 

C/ I read the book "Plague, Pestilence and the pursuit of power*  about two decades ago and listened 

to first hand testimonies of affected farmers in Cornwall....who had prize herds (generations of 

breeding) slaughtered even when they had wisely used independent vets who sent the samples to 

independent labs.....The negative result certificates did not stop the army culling the herds!!!!!!!!!! 

(Foot and Mouth) The political goal of the time was alignment with Europe , damaging UK agriculture 

to make us dependent on Europe for food. 

D/ The use of FF.E;s in modern politics to influence the public False Flag Events.....For example in 

your profession 3368  High Rise Architects, Architects, Structural engineers and other engineers have 

signed a petition seeking transparency in the fall of Building 7 and the wider events of September 

11th. ..https://www.ae911truth.org/ 

E/ The new laws dis-allowing any law suits against vaccine companies for damage of their product to 

human life 

F/ The cessation of autopsies 

G/ The manipulation of the mass media....Few journalists are asking sound questions...Peter 

Hitchens an exception 

H/ A political opposition which has no backbone 

https://www.ae911truth.org/
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I/ The Totalitarian dictatorship style of prime ministers and presidents 

J/ The belief that masks effectively prevent transmission of viruses........WE had antiterrorist trainng in 

the fire Dept and even with chemical terrorism...breathing apparatus had to be worn!!! 

K/ THe dichotomous  psychological manipulation of the populace on so many scores not least of 

which are:  

1/ Living, breathing, showing compassion like Christ are a danger to your fellow man 

2/ One person out of every 942 UK residents has had their death attributed, this includes PCR'ing 

patients who have died of other major causes I am told 

3/ The Japanese are not as diligent with distancing measures/masking up (if that worked) as one 

might imagine....yet only1/40800 have died 

4/ You will be locked down and financially ruined pretty much until most people have received an 

injection 

L/ Trusting and projecting innocence upon serial liars and manipulators and searching for reasons to 

find them innocent I discovered was extremely unhealthy behavior and my therapist was La creme de 

las creme according to a top psychiatrist  I chatted with. 

 https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/oct/10/boris-johnson-unfit-to-be-prime-minister 

M/  The death and damage to health which will result in early death due to delay for treatments we 

are being informed may be higher than the deaths attributed to Cov 

N/ Why would one destroy millions of Jobs and the ability of families to eat and get good nutrition to 

save 1 person out of let's say 100....(its currently 1/942 if you believe the figures) 

O/ If we are being manipulated and lied to and the real cause of deaths  is not a transmittable virus 

what is the motive ????? An injection or two????  

P/ If we are being manipulated then what is the purpose of the injections?????? Could it sterilize us 

and cause cancer later on? After all it is untested on humans we are told. 

Q/ Why were BED BLOCKERS with infections dumped in care homes in late March this year? Did 

their presence contribute to the deaths of the residents for which Boris blamed care workers???? 

R/ Whistle blowing doctors expressing that they were killing patients by adhering to  ventilator 

guidelines for cov 

S/ Lawyers preparing Nuremberg style trials for the events unfolding 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2012/oct/10/boris-johnson-unfit-to-be-prime-minister
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T/ Christian nurse declaring the injections as MEDICAL SORCERY 

 https://brandnewtube.com/watch/italy-blows-the-lid-off-vaccine-scam-will-no-longer-poison-citizens-

with-globalist-eugenics_Y9cl3i46BY7FlnD.html 

U/ Doctors speak out  https://brandnewtube.com/watch/listen-to-the-experts-covid-19-and-covid-19-

vaccines_FjrMC67MFANTAxg.html 

V/  Do 5G military weapon grade radiation and certain untested flu and cov vaccines produce 

CYToKine Storm reactions in the lungs in certain individuals???? 

W/ Lawyer starts Nuremburg Trial information gathering https://brandnewtube.com/watch/misuse-of-

pcr-tests-worst-crime-against-humanity-ever_jIEzyvxLUfKKocD.html 

X/ Coronavirus relief had second reading onJuly 22nd 2019 https://brandnewtube.com/watch/corona-

virus-bill-tabled-in-jan-2019-over-1-year-ago_AFd3ocORJnQX3np.html 

Y/ bullying https://brandnewtube.com/watch/vaccines-what-say-you-banned-on-face-book-youtube-

twitter_kLCwcbEdPkZ1qjG.html 

Z/ I could go on!!!! 

 

(edited for content) 

=========== 
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